== Participants ==

* I3S: Johan Montagnat
* AMC: Mark Santcroos, Shayan Shahand
* CREATIS: Rafael Silva, Tristan Glatard

== Review of current usage ==

* CREATIS: portal invokes MOTEUR via WS; communication with WS invocation, databases and NFS mount.
* I3S: two usage modes; 1 as in CREATIS; another one integrated into the Neurolog application.
* AMC: use both the portal and VBrowser; use the workflow WS. Use both DIANE and direct WMS. Still using the C++ gasw for the execution from MOTEUR to the lower layers.

== Software roadmap ==

=== GASW ===

* GASW: release 0.7 for tomorrow. Support to DIRAC, WMS, local execution. Automatic renewal of VOMS extensions. Support for the data manager (optional). Support to download files from http (wget) and local. Information about the status of the jobs on the fly (only for DIRAC jobs). Grool is a dependency. JM: what is the status of release 0.7? RS: released tomorrow. Nothing programmed yet for 0.8.
* MS: what is this grool? JM: software modules isolated from jgasw to simplify things. myproxy module and file transfers. The idea is that GASW, jGASW and MOTEUR would depend on GROOL for the grid-related operations.
* MS: what is the distinction between GASW and jGASW? JM: jGASW really depends on GASW now. GASW is the submission component. jGASW contains the command-line descriptor and the interface to the command-line tool. JM: MOTEUR/jGASW 0.9.14 will use GASW 0.7.

=== vlet agent ===

Uses the vlet library. One agent treats the file transfer request of all the users of a machine (too reduce memory consumption).
Upload, download, replicate, delete files. Pool of transfers.

* MS: what was the incentive to make it a service? RS: GASW file transfers + portal. AMC has a transfer service that may use that.
* RS: next version middle of July includes support for lcg commands too. If they are available, use them. Uses the vlet library (1.4.0).
* RS: vlet client implementing the socket connection. We assume that the client and server run on the same machine. The path of the proxy is sent.

See on the wiki page of the project.

=== MOTEUR ===

* JM: coming to the end of a heavy refactoring cycle.
* Completely changed the interface to GASW submission. Can invoke a WS too (jGASW code)
* Manage the user proxy. Can generate a proxy from MOTEUR, upload it to a myproxy server, sends myproxy login/password to jGASW. GUI in MOTEUR for doing that. If GASW does not find the proxy credential it tries to find a valid proxy in the X509_* variable. + some changes in the code architecture of the code
* Released very soon (a couple of days, 0.7.14, jgasw 0.4.?). Scalability testing in progress.
* Next steps: integrating IWIR in MOTEUR (will take most of July). Make a better separation of MOTEUR server and client. Split the dependencies too.
* RS: checkpointing starting in September. What about CANCELLED jobs? JM: can make control link fire in spite of failures.

=== jGASW ===

No real development now. Just bug fixing.

=== GROOL ===

Just bug fixes too.

JM: trac for MOTEUR and jgasw is here, will keep it up-to-date.

=== MOTEUR plugin in DIANE ===

MS: Developing a multi-node submitter in DIANE (HPC, including MPI). Have multiple pool of tasks in DIANE (task requirements). Pilot abstraction. How do we deal with requirements in the broad sense? Some workflows really need to run specific jobs on specific sites. Use WMS for that now. Not clear where the requirements should be.

== Next meeting (three-week cycle): 25/7, 2pm ==


